CREATIVE CONSULTANT
STEF BAKKER

DESIGN
FOR LIFE
When design runs through your veins
as if it were the very essence of life, life
becomes equally entangled with design.
For Stef Bakker this is definitely the case.
Whether it’s an interior design job for a
big fashion house or small restaurant,
styling for editorials or advertising
campaigns, or guiding and consulting
his students at the celebrated Design
Academy in Eindhoven and the Amsterdam
Fashion Institute (AMFI), or even when he
is perfecting his own house with studio
basement behind the Dutch dunes, Stef
Bakker goes way beyond the sleek image.
“For me design is about sympathy for life
itself” Stef says. And it shows; flipping
through his vast body of work, all projects
carefully documented, Stef’s generosity to
share his love is most apparent. Love for
design and aesthetics naturally, but also
the love for the whole process involved in
big projects, love for materials and crafts,
for functionality and, well, for people
ultimately.
One of Stef’s bigger, long running projects
for example, is designing the Invito pilot
stores. But along the way of defining the
stylish, slightly playful environments,
Stef also got involved in the brand’s
marketing strategy. Based on the ‘open
source’ principle they did invite young
talented filmmakers to shoot stories about
shoes and the winner got to do the official
campaign. In addition Stef did two Invito
shop campaigns in his own signature the
last season. This way entering a dialogue
instead of dictating fashion to consumers.
Another project Stef is aiming for,
which got his heart beating faster is
developing homes for Alzheimer patients.
To put his life’s experience in design
and all the sources he discovered to the
benefit of people is basically what thrives
him, no matter how slow and complicated
a job may be.
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– For me design is about
sympathy for life itself.”
Stef’s involvement with Orange Babies –
a highly successful program to help HIV
infected mothers in Africa – is another
example of his versatility and dedication.
The many visuals he ‘snapped’ in Africa
with his soulful eye for beauty have
contributed a great deal to the way
Orange Babies manages to bring their
story to our attention.
Whether visualising, brainstorming,
styling or actually producing products or
environments, looking through Stef's eyes,
life is very real, and life is very good.
Life just doesn’t seem long enough to do
all the things he does and plans to do.
Besides having ideas for his own
product range called Art Fact - which
is all about simplicity, functionality,
modularity, original materials and crafts and playing the cello, a new passion he
just picked up “by means of spiritual
practice”, his future plans also include
publications and exhibitions. “I feel this
strong urge to put everything I love and
know in some kind of order, to guide
people to see the beauty and understand
the value of the things we create.”
www.stefbakker.nl
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